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What is a glide?What is a glide?What is a glide?What is a glide?

In Greek we have the palatal approximant [ j ].
The best instances in Greek are found in words 
like γάιδαρος, μαϊντανός, …, 

A semivowel (or glide) is a sound that is
phonetically equivalent to a vowel sound but
functions as the syllable boundary rather than as

the nucleus of a syllable.

� γάι.δα.ρος not   γά.ι.δα.ρος
� μαϊ.ντα.νός not    μα.ϊ.ντα.νός

The The The The ““““glideglideglideglide”””” [j] is difficult to understand[j] is difficult to understand[j] is difficult to understand[j] is difficult to understand

(a) Variable phonetic nature and (b) problems 

with its phonological distribution

Phonetic nature: 
Occasionally, it is a true glide

• majda'nos “parsley”

But, more often it is not
• 'poðȭa ≠ 'poðja
• 'matça ≠ 'matja
• ku.'kʎʎʎʎa ≠ ku.'klja

‘Glide’ is inaccurate. 

We use GLIDE or /J/ 

as a placeholder for 

all possible realizations.

The The The The ““““glideglideglideglide““““ [j] is difficult to [j] is difficult to [j] is difficult to [j] is difficult to 
understandunderstandunderstandunderstand

Phonological distribution 
It sometimes alternates with [i] 
•'poði - 'poðȭa “foot-feet” Neut. Noun
•'mati - 'matça “eye-eyes” Neut. Noun

It sometimes seems to be underlying
•majda'nos “parsley”

Phonetic issuesPhonetic issuesPhonetic issuesPhonetic issues Phonetic issuesPhonetic issuesPhonetic issuesPhonetic issues

Phonetic nature: 
If tautosyllabic V+J � J = j               (majda'nos)

If tautosyllabic J+V then
If /l/ or /n/ + J + V � ʎʎʎʎ, ɲɲɲɲ (ku.'kʎʎʎʎa, pa.'ɲɲɲɲa)

If [voiced obstruent] + J + V � ȭȭȭȭ ('po.ðȭȭȭȭa)

If [voiceless obstruent] + J + V � ç ('matça)

If /m/ + J + V � ɲɲɲɲ (mɲɲɲɲa)

We leave aside detailed 
examination of its exact 
phonetic realization for now
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Is the GLIDE underlying?

Are palatals underlying? 

Can we see patterns in GLIDE distribution where 

morphology plays a role?

Three phonological questionsThree phonological questionsThree phonological questionsThree phonological questions Distribution data in more detail IDistribution data in more detail IDistribution data in more detail IDistribution data in more detail I
True glide

(1) maj.da.'nos “parsley”

ne.'raj.ða “fairy”

ko.roj.'ðe.vo “mock”

'tro.lej “trolley-bus”

This might mean /j/ is underlying?

Distribution data in more detail IIDistribution data in more detail IIDistribution data in more detail IIDistribution data in more detail II
[i]~[J] alternations

(2) a. 'po.ði - 'po.ðȭȭȭȭa 'mati - 'matça   

b. ku.'kli - ku.'kʎʎʎʎa pa.'ni – pa.'ɲɲɲɲa

This might mean /i/ ���� [GLIDE] ?

Elsewhere there are no alternations at all

(3) 'sçe.ði.o - 'sçe.ði.a vs. 'po.ði - 'po.ðȭȭȭȭa

Why doesn’t /i/ ���� [GLIDE] work here?

Impasse from the start?Impasse from the start?Impasse from the start?Impasse from the start?

Already the problem is complex enough:

It seems that
sometimes GLIDE is a phoneme (maj.da.'nos)

sometimes GLIDE is an allophone ('po.ðȭȭȭȭa) 
sometimes GLIDE does not arise at all! ('sçe.ði.a)

We need to look more 
widely into the data

Palatals: unrelated data?Palatals: unrelated data?Palatals: unrelated data?Palatals: unrelated data?

Is the [ç] in 'matça and 'çoni different? 
We saw that the former can be viewed as one 

incarnation of GLIDE

Can we generalize and include the latter in the 

same category?

Look at

(4) 'cali vs. 'kali “binocular – beauty”

'çoni vs. 'xoni “snow – sticks in”

'ɲɲɲɲata vs.    'nata “youth – there they are”

And so on for g-ǯ, γ-ȭ, l-ʎ. 

Are these phonemes?

Palatals: unrelated data?Palatals: unrelated data?Palatals: unrelated data?Palatals: unrelated data?

We think not. Consider:

(5) 'lu.ci 'lu.ca “gutter”

pu.'ǯi pu.'ǯa “reticule”

If the data in (5) are analogous to 'matça (2) 

where the GLIDE plays some role, then perhaps 

the GLIDE plays a role in palatals more generally 

as in 'çoni (4)?
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Impasse? LetImpasse? LetImpasse? LetImpasse? Let’’’’s try agains try agains try agains try again

It seems that
sometimes GLIDE is a phoneme (maj.da.'nos)

sometimes GLIDE is an allophone ('po.ðȭa) 
sometimes GLIDE does not arise at all! ('sçe.ði.a)

perhaps GLIDE plays a role in palatals ('çoni)

Our proposal: 1Our proposal: 1Our proposal: 1Our proposal: 1

Proposed theoretical representation

/i/ /J/

[i] [J]                    

We will see more details on how exactly this 

representation works later

Problems for past phonological accounts Problems for past phonological accounts Problems for past phonological accounts Problems for past phonological accounts 

Existence of minimal pairs such as ['a.ði.a] 

“permission” vs. ['a.ðɉa] “empty-FEM”
Problem for one phoneme /i/ accounts (Kazazis 1968, 

Malavakis 1984, Nikolopoulos 1985, Warburton 1976)

Problem for underspecified archiphoneme /I/ accounts 

(Deligiorgis 1987, Malikouti-Drachman & Drachman

1990)

Existence of alternations [i]~[J]
Problem for two phonemes /i/ & /j/ accounts 

(Householder 1964, Koutsoudas 1962, Mirambel 1959, 

Nyman 1981, Setatos 1974, Holton 1997) 

Past phonological analysesPast phonological analysesPast phonological analysesPast phonological analyses

A more general issue/problem: they make recourse 

to diglossia between katharevusa (purist language) 

and dhimotiki (people’s language)

In cases of alternation, [i] is considered more part 

of katharevusa, while [j] as part of dhimotiki

Our claims: 2Our claims: 2Our claims: 2Our claims: 2

While not denying the importance of sociolinguistic 

factors we claim that numerous observations can 

be made on the grammatical form at the 

synchronic level

A large set of data can be understood by looking at 

the morphophonology interface

The GLIDE and the palatals are inherently related, 

thus the latter are affected by whichever analysis is 

proposed for the former 

Data Analysis
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The phonemic status of the GLIDEThe phonemic status of the GLIDEThe phonemic status of the GLIDEThe phonemic status of the GLIDE

[i -GLIDE] contrast (+/- semantic affinity): 

(6) aðia permission vs.  aðʝa empty

vi'astike was raped vs. 'vʝastike was in a hurry

'ðolio devious vs. 'ðoʎo poor soul

tra'pezia trapezoids vs. tra'pezʝa tables

'opio opium vs. 'opço whichever

'miðia Medea vs. 'miðʝa clams

The phonemic status of the The phonemic status of the The phonemic status of the The phonemic status of the 
GLIDEGLIDEGLIDEGLIDE

Also from examples like: 
majda'nos “parsley”, koroj'ðia “mockery”, 'ɣajðaros

“donkey” vs. zoi'raða “vitality”, elei'nos

“disgraceful”, aploi'kos “simplistic”

We conclude there must be a GLIDE phoneme

/J/  � [ j ] (majdanos, ajtos, ɣajðaros, …) 

� [ J ] (aðȭa, opço, …)

Impasse? LetImpasse? LetImpasse? LetImpasse? Let’’’’s try agains try agains try agains try again

It seems that

sometimes GLIDE is a phoneme � (maj.da.'nos)

sometimes GLIDE is an allophone ('po.ðȭa)
sometimes GLIDE does not arise at all! ('sçe.ði.a)

perhaps GLIDE plays a role in palatals ('çoni)

iiii----GLIDE alternations and lack thereofGLIDE alternations and lack thereofGLIDE alternations and lack thereofGLIDE alternations and lack thereof
Recall (3):    'sçe.ði.o - 'sçe.ði.a vs. 'po.ði - 'po.ðȭȭȭȭa

The contrast is a matter of noun class. We can

predict it, based on morphology only: sçeði+o –

sçeði+a vs. poði+∅ – poði+a

Why? Paradigm uniformity, conservation of # σ:
po.ði - *po.ði.a entails an extra σ

Solution: i → J, thus i+a becomes tautosyllabic

Subsequent j →ȭ fortition

Here GLIDE is an allophone of /i/.

Impasse? LetImpasse? LetImpasse? LetImpasse? Let’’’’s try agains try agains try agains try again

It seems that

sometimes GLIDE is a phoneme � (maj.da.'nos)

sometimes GLIDE is an allophone � ('po.ðȭa)

sometimes GLIDE does not arise at all! �('sçe.ði.a)

perhaps GLIDE plays a role in palatals ('çoni)

Interim summaryInterim summaryInterim summaryInterim summary

[i] vs. [J] surface contrast suggests GLIDE is phonemic

[i] ~ [J] alternation suggests GLIDE is an allophone of [i]

Possible conflict is resolved under the hypothesis that:

/i/ /J/

[i] [J]

Similar situation arises in Karuk, Sundanese and Pulaar

(Levi 2008)
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Roadmap of the next sectionRoadmap of the next sectionRoadmap of the next sectionRoadmap of the next section

We aim to show that GLIDE and palatals can be handled 

by the same account

We proceed in 3 steps:

GLIDE GLIDE

podȭȭȭȭa kuca
cali

Same morphophon. 
environment

Same phonological 
entity

The role of GLIDE in palatals The role of GLIDE in palatals The role of GLIDE in palatals The role of GLIDE in palatals 
((((morphophonologymorphophonologymorphophonologymorphophonology))))

'po.ði - 'po.ðȭa and ku.'ci - ku.'ca ought to 

receive the same account

/kuki+∅/ → [kuci] simple pal.

/kuki+a/ → kukJ+a → kucJ+a → [kuca] extreme pal.

Simple palatalization Velar + i, e  → Palatal+i,e

Extreme palatalization Velar + J+V → Palatal+V

Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme PalatalizationPalatalizationPalatalizationPalatalization

Extreme palatalization involves palatalization

first and then absorption of the pal. trigger by 

the target, i.e.  (cf. Bhat 1978: 73-6, Bateman 

2007: 82-3). This is made possible because the 

trigger (the glide) can be recovered through 

the preceding palatalized segment

Note: extreme pal. can happen in front of [i,e] too; cf. /γjos/ [ȭos] 

“son” ~ /γji/ [ȭi] “sons” ~ /γje/ [ȭe] “son-VOC”; in such cases, the 

contrast between [Cvel] and [Cvelj] is neutralized

The role of GLIDE in palatals The role of GLIDE in palatals The role of GLIDE in palatals The role of GLIDE in palatals 
(phonology)(phonology)(phonology)(phonology)

Extreme palatalization can also explain the palatal 

obstruents in (4), e.g. [cali]

It extends to palatal sonorants [ʎ] & [Ȃ] too (but consider 

dialectic differences, e.g. in NW Peloponnese, such 

sonorants undergo simple palatalization too) 
Summary:

/kipos/ � ['cipos] simple pal. (phonological)

/kJali/ � cJali � ['cali] extreme pal. (phonological)

/nixi-a/ � nixJa � niçJa � ['niça] extreme pal. (morpho-phon)

Conclusion: [c, çççç, , , , ɉɉɉɉ, , , , ʝʝʝʝ] are not underlying but the output of 

either /velar/ or /velar+j/

Impasse? LetImpasse? LetImpasse? LetImpasse? Let’’’’s try agains try agains try agains try again

It seems that

sometimes GLIDE is a phoneme � (maj.da.'nos)

sometimes GLIDE is an allophone � ('po.ðȭa)

sometimes GLIDE does not arise at all! �('sçe.ði.a)

perhaps GLIDE plays a role in palatals � ('çoni)

Lack of Lack of Lack of Lack of palatalizationpalatalizationpalatalizationpalatalization

Lack of palatalization with labials & remaining coronals

(7) 'pçano “I grab” ku'pça “oars”

'ftçari “shovel” 'matça “eyes”

'ðȭo “two” 'poðȭa “feet”

'zarȭa “dice”

• The GLIDE surfaces fully and does not get absorbed

• Well-attested pattern: Labials do not palatalize fully, while 

coronals can show different behaviour even in the same 

language (cf. Bateman 2007: 219, 226)

Nina Topintzi
Sticky Note
Note that there is a problem with the alignment of the words here. The first is correct; the second - where the arrows meet - is [kuca] and the last is [cali] 
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Answers to the Answers to the Answers to the Answers to the phonogicalphonogicalphonogicalphonogical
questionsquestionsquestionsquestions

Is the  GLIDE underlying? � IT CAN BE

Are palatals underlying? � NO

Can we see patterns in GLIDE distribution where 

morphology plays a role? � YES (cf. domatio

podi)
We will try to extend the analysis to a larger part of 

the lexicon

Open issuesOpen issuesOpen issuesOpen issues

We’d like to categorize derivational affixes 

according to preference for combining with [i] 

vs. [j] bases

Few clear cases exist

Most are fuzzy

Presentation of some of these data for feedback

Morphology again!Morphology again!Morphology again!Morphology again!
Examination of various derivational suffixes mentioned in Ralli

(2005). Creation of database from words found in:

http://www.komvos.edu.gr/dictionaries/dictonline/DictOnLineTri.htm

For many suffixes, strong tendency to contain [i] or [J] based on 

the stem, indicating output-output correspondence

-ωνω: 

[J] ισιώνω < ίσιος στοιχειώνω < στοιχειό

[i] κρυώνω < κρύο σημειώνω < σημείο

Corroborating evidence � can easily explain variation as in:

ζημ[i]ώνω < ζημία but also ζημ[ȭ]ώνω < ζημιά

ενοικ[i]άζω < ενοίκιο but also νοικιάζω < νοίκι

Morphology again!Morphology again!Morphology again!Morphology again!
The above identifies a well-attested tendency, but it is not 

infallible

Consider –(ι)αζω

What about C-ending stems, e.g. why do we get 

εντυπωσιάζω < εντύπωση, νευριάζω < νεύρo with [i] vs. 

αραχνιάζω < αράχνη, μουχλιάζω < μούχλα?

• How can we explain the contrast?

• Why do these stems select –ιαζω in the first place, 

rather than -αζω, e.g. κοιτάζω, μαράζω, αρπάζω, 

σφαδάζω... (what’s the stem for the latter case??)

What about words where the stem is not easily 

identifiable: κατσιάζω, ακρωτηριάζω, etc.?

Affix selectionAffix selectionAffix selectionAffix selection
Beyond output-output correspondence, certain 

affixes function as if they choose the stem they 

attach to

Hypothesis: (some?) affixes placed on a sort of 

continuum along which orthographic ι’s are 

preferably pronounced as [i] or as [J]

Minas 1983, synizesis dates around 13th c.

Conservation     vs innovation? 

-ωδης -άρω-ακος

[i] [J] Phonology

Morphology

Affix selectionAffix selectionAffix selectionAffix selection

-άρω: ακομπανιάρω, κοπιάρω, μακιγιάρω, 

μπανιάρω, σινιάρω

-ωδης: αιτιώδης, γωνιώδης, μνημειώδης, 

παιγνιώδης, σκιώδης

-ακος: as virtually all stems are of the type -i+V, due 

to O-O correspondence, we’d expect [i-akos] rather 

than [- ȭakos]

Considerable variation though, e.g. πτυχιακός, 

καρδιακός, εποχιακός, γωνιακός, etc.

Interesting alternations too: μανιακός vs. μανιώδης
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Morphology again!Morphology again!Morphology again!Morphology again!

Is there any principled way to account for variation?

Age and education do not seem to play much role

For instance, between us MB is more of an*i-er*, NT is 

more of a *glider*

Suggestions??

WrapWrapWrapWrap----upupupup

What we achieved
A uniform account for the GLIDE and palatals

Argumentation for the existence of
[J] as an allophone of /i/

[J] from input /j/

Fortition and absorption of GLIDE under certain circumstances

An analysis whereby i-GLIDE alternations or contrasts are 

attributed for the most part to grammar, highlighting the 

interaction with morphology

What we need to do
Expand to more morphemes and provide formal analysis

Explore variation more systematically
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Thank you!
[θæŋkGLIDEu]


